What is AmeriCorps VISTA?
By Elena LoRusso, Americorp VISTA

As I approach the second half of my year of service as an AmeriCorps VISTA with Cornell Cooperative
Extension of Jefferson County (CCE-JC), I still receive a lot of questions about AmeriCorps, like “What is it?” or
“What does VISTA stand for?” To answer the first question, AmeriCorps is a program through the Corporation
for National and Community Service (CNCS) that places volunteers with local, state, or national service
programs for a fixed amount of time. During our time as AmeriCorps volunteers, we work on projects that
help meet the needs of the communities we live and serve in.
VISTA, or Volunteers in Service to America, is just one branch of AmeriCorps. VISTA projects focus specifically
on poverty eradication. One of the main differences between AmeriCorps volunteers and AmeriCorps VISTA
members is that VISTA members intentionally live below the poverty line during their service term. To help
everyone learn a little bit more about some of the food-related projects VISTA members are working on
across the country, CCE-JC has graciously offered to share an article I recently wrote for VISTA Review, a
quarterly publication put out by CNCS. If you have any questions about my experience as a VISTA or are
interested in doing a year of service, please feel free to reach out to me at any time; I am always happy to
talk!

Food Systems & Poverty in the United States
The foundation of our country’s food system is strong. In 2012, there were over 2,100,000 farms in the U.S.,
with the average farm taking up 434 acres (USDA, 2014, p. 1). While some of these farms allocate land toward
the production of crops used for biofuels and livestock feed, it is difficult to understand how so many
Americans, regardless of geographic location, still face food-access problems or limitations.
A USDA study published in 2016 found that approximately 38.3% of impoverished households struggled with
food insecurity; curiously, this percentage is seven times less in households earning 185% of the poverty line
annually. Food insecurity clearly affects impoverished households disproportionately, which is why we need
more AmeriCorps VISTA members, with their unique ability to integrate into communities and assess needs,
to help close this gap. At present, nearly 20% of AmeriCorps VISTA members work in the “Healthy Futures”
sector, which includes projects that focus on nutrition, food security, and native food sovereignty, among
others.
One way VISTA members are tackling food insecurity is by
developing free, food education programs at their service site,
or expanding existing ones. These programs help to educate
consumers-the driving force of food systems-on the following
topics: food outlets, nutrition, meal planning and preparation,
and budgeting. Emily Vincent, a Community Food Access
Coordinator VISTA member at the Marion-Polk Food Share in
Salem, Oregon, did just this. Through coordinating the pilot
Farm Share RX, Emily supported nutritional education classes
and secured funds for program sustainability during her year
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of service. You can learn more about her awesome project here. AmeriCorps VISTA projects like these can
also serve as a resource for eligible participants to learn about accessing food assistance programs, and where
and how to utilize those benefits efficiently.
VISTA members working to eliminate food insecurity can create local food directories and a marketing plan to
disperse them effectively throughout the community. Those with tech skills can try making the directory webbased and interactive, or even superimpose the points of significance over maps that display bus routes and
walking routes. As a VISTA serving with CCE-JC, I use Survey123 to collect data on local producers and
businesses that source local food. I then map this data visually with ArcGIS so that we can better understand
the region’s agrifood system and implement a food hub accordingly.
For VISTA members serving at food banks or pantries, the webinar “Fighting Poverty? There’s an app for that”
showcases some great resources for learning how to strengthen connections between different parts of a
community’s food system. The presentation highlights Food Cowboy, an app that focuses on rerouting food
“waste” from commercial food enterprises to charities. For VISTA members who aren’t serving at food banks
or food pantries, organizing a community food drive is a simple way to develop resources for a Healthy
Futures project.
The aforementioned projects represent just a few ways VISTA members build capacity and develop resources
that alleviate food insecurity. Projects, regardless of size and scope, play crucial roles in addressing the
nourishment of citizens’ minds and bodies (or lack thereof). After all, food is one of human life’s basic
necessities, and the cycle of poverty can prove difficult to break without it.
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